
Poli Proofing Lab

Polielettronica
Direct Video Analyzing Proofing Lab

 

 

"You are judged 
by your prints."

 

System comes with 2 lens Setups 
for 6x4.5 to 4x5" and 35mm to 4x6" 
and corresponding Negative 
Carriers.  
Also supplied with connected RA-4 
processor.  
 

 
 

The Polielettronica Proofing Lab is 
designed for wedding, portrait, studio 
labs and other applications such as 
crime scene and police photography. It 
represents a radical departure from 
doing business the old way. Analyze, 
print and have your job finished, all in 
one step. Five minutes from printing to 
finished print, with the attached 
processor. The incorporated Videoscan 
System, with Direct Video Analyzation, 
eliminates all those extra time 

Get first shot printing capability.

Options and Accessories:  
Additional Lens Setups  
On-Line Densitometer  
Frame Grabber saves sample of monitor image as a 
reference for printing.  
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consuming steps that are typical with 
this kind of production. The system will 
also generate VCNA data for use on 
other printers, and the Colex 
Backwriting System will imprint 
copyright, customer information, and 
filtration data on the backs of the prints 
and glassines. For even greater 
consistency throughout the job use the 
Frame Grabber, which will store and 
display a portion of the video image as a 
reference. The Autoscan function keeps 
you from guessing where to go with 
density and color. Besides proofing, this 
system makes enlargements up to 
12x18".  

Change the way you do business. 
Deliver a custom quality product in less 
time with virtually no paper waste. A 
true win win situation.  
  
  
 

Colex Backwriting System imprints two lines on the back 
of prints with copyright, customer and filtration data.Also 
includes database and external line printer for printing on 
glassines or job ticket labels.  
Single Line Backwriter imprints filtration data only on back 
of print  
Special Negative Carriers including APS, Panoramic and 
carded negative systems  
Order Separator  
Greeting Card Attachment  
Printer also available as free standing model.  
  

 

Polielettronica
Reprint Station Lab

 

The Polielettronica REPRINT 
STATION LAB is primarily 
designed to meet the needs of the 
photofinisher to produce 3R or 4R 
reprints all in one step. This system 
includes Videoscan Direct Video 
Analyzation which enables the 
operator to see and adjust the density 
and color of the finished print on the 
high resolution monitor. The 
Autoscan function will minimize 
any operator corrections to 

 

Negative sizes - 110 to 6x9 including APS  
Print sizes - 3.5x5" to 12x18"  
System includes:  
          35mm to 4x6" Lens Setup  
          35mm to 3.5x5" Lens Setup  
          35mm negative carrier  
          Attached RA-4 processor  
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guarantee first print production. 
Minutes later the finished prints are 
available to complete the order 
without disrupting the regular 
workflow. As an additional bonus 
the system will make enlargements 
up to 12x18".  

Ideal for reducing the time, cost and 
inconvenience of reprints in the 
high  volume photofinishing 
environment.

  
Options and Accessories:  
Additonal Lens Setups  
Negative Carriers - Standard and Special Applications  
On-line Densitometer  
Order Separator  
Greeting Card Attachment

 Specifications subject to change without notice. 

Request a hard copy of any
brochure from the World of Colex.

  

  
contact@colex.com

  
about Colex

  
Colex Home Page

                                                                                        ©1996 Colex Imaging Inc. All rights reserved. 
347 Evelyn Street,

Paramus, NJ 07652, USA
Tel: 201-265-5670, 201-265-7093
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